During large-size gear topological modification by form grinding, the helical gear tooth surface geometrical shape will be complex and it is difficult for the traditional scanning measurement to characterize the whole tooth surface. Therefore, in order to characterize the actual tooth surfaces, an on-machine topography measurement approach is proposed for topological modification helical gears on the five-axis CNC gear form grinding machine that can measure the modified gear tooth deviations on the machine immediately after grinding. Combined with gear form grinding kinematics principles, the mathematical model of topography measurements is established based on the polar coordinate method. The mathematical models include calculating trajectory of the centre of measuring probe, defining gear flanks by grid of points, and solving coordinate values of topology measurement. Finally, a numerical example of on-machine topography measurement is presented. By establishing the topography diagram and the contour map of tooth error, the tooth surface modification amount and the tooth flank errors are separated, respectively. Research results can serve as foundation for topological modification and tooth surface errors closed-loop feedback correction.
Introduction
Gear transmission is a major form of transmitting machine movement and power. In particular, cylindrical helical gear pair is widely used in the high speed and heavy load mechanical transmission because its transmission is stable and its carrying capacity is strong. Precision and quality have been the critical issues for manufacturing helical gears as the tooth surface accuracy directly affects the performance of equipment [1] . It is known that gear quality could be affected by various types of errors and factors, such as machine errors, heat treatment distortions, variation of grinding forces, and unpredictable factors. In practice, gear form grinding can be a very effective means for eliminating tooth flank errors of heavy-duty or large-size gear. On the other hand, tooth surface modification is another effective technology that can reduce the vibration and noise of gear transmission device, improve meshing state, effectively prevent the edge contact, and prolong the working life of gear [2] [3] [4] .
There are two methods for gear measurement method: polar coordinate measuring method [5] and rectangular coordinate measuring method [6] . Zhang et al. [7] expressed the conversion formula between the polar angle and the generating angle during measuring tooth flank errors by the polar coordinate measuring method. Gao et al. [8, 9] proposed a new pretravel quantitative calibration method on the basis of analyzing the cause of the pretravel, which could improve the on-machine measurement accuracy using touch trigger probe. Nafi et al. [10, 11] studied an error separation method based on multistep redundancy method, in which the errors of the measurement machine tool, standard ball, probe, and probe tip producing in the measurement process are separated from calibration results by multistep measuring. Shih and Chen [12] proposed free-form flank correction in helical gear grinding using a five-axis computer numerical control gear profile grinding machine, but the errors of the actual tooth surface were assessed using the gear measurement centre, not on-machine measurement. Kobayashi et al. [13, 14] calculated the angle of the grinding wheel installation and optimized contact line between the grinding wheel and the work gear, in order to achieve the accuracy of the gear flank profile. Lee et al. [15, 16] fabricated modified cylindrical gear drive that could reproduce precisely the predesigned fourth-order polynomial function of transmission error.
The traditional tooth surface measurement is measured in the central line of profile and longitudinal direction, with reference to the standard involute helical surface modification as well as the error. Due to tooth surface for topological modification, this measure cannot satisfy the modification design and processing requirements. The traditional tooth surface measurement process is to measure the tooth flank errors when the profile error is in the central tooth height and the longitudinal error is in the central tooth width, respectively. By measuring, the topography measurement can obtain the modification amount as well as the error with reference to the standard involute helical surface. For the topological modification tooth surface, this measure process cannot satisfy the requirements of the modification design and machining. Therefore, how to implement topography measurement and dominate completely the tooth surface error information is the key points of this study for the topological modification tooth surface.
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, an on-machine measurement model of helical gear based on gear form grinding is developed. A numerical example is the main subject of Section 3. In Section 4, the characterization of tooth surface error and modification amount are shown, respectively. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
On-Machine Measurement

Coordinate Systems of Measurement.
Based on the topological modification surface equation as a theory equation, helical gear flanks are defined by a grid of points, where an elementary sketch affects the ideal tooth surface. According to the measuring probe along the tooth surface measurement path planning, the measured displacement is recorded by a data acquisition system. The topography diagram is drawn according to the tooth surface errors, which can observe clearly the error distribution of 45 points on the tooth surface and provide the theoretical basis of the tooth surface error feedback correction and closed-loop manufacture of helical gears.
The measurement of the helical gear is inspected along the radial workpiece using straight probe, which is shown in Figure 1 . During machining and measuring the workpiece, whether the locating datum is consistent is the key. The premise of accurately measuring the tooth surface deviation on the machine is that the space position of the measuring coordinate system and the space position of the workpiece coordinate system coincide too. The origin of the measurement coordinate system is locating at point ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) which is the centre of rotary table. When gear grinding and measuring, it is located with datum end face and axis using rotary table and top, respectively. The theoretical tooth surface design coordinate system origin and workpiece coordinate system origin coincide as 1 . On-machine measurement can improve the accuracy of grinding tooth surface due to avoiding the reinstallation of the workpiece. The relative position of the space of the coordinate systems is shown in Figure 1 .
is workpiece coordinate system, ( , , ) is measuring coordinate system, is the axial distance of the two coordinate system origins, and is tooth surface rotation angle. The space position relation between coordinate system 1 and coordinate system is determined by the transformation matrix M 1 .
The tooth flank form geometry can be generally represented by a position vector and a unit normal vector in the workpiece coordinate system 1 as
here, ( 1 , 1 ) are generating surface parameters. For the accurate detection of actual processing tooth surface, the theoretical tooth surface should be transformed to the gear measuring coordinate system , by coordinate transformation which is obtained as follows:
here,
Mathematical Model of Measurement.
The use of a polar coordinate to inspect gears is becoming increasingly useful in modern gear manufacturing, especially on gear form grinding. On-machine measurement of gear profile error is arranged based on the CNC gear form grinder, which has five digital servo closed-loop controlled axes: three rectilinear motions ( , , and ) and two rotational motions ( , ). Here, is the rotation axis of work gear, and is the radial motion for feeding the wheel down to tooth depth. The theory involute curve is achieved by axes and when they are moving at the same time. Because of the motion limit in axial direction, polar coordinate measurement is a major method of on-machine measurement when measuring profile error on the CNC gear form grinder. The mathematical model of polar coordinate method measurement is established according to the workpiece rotary movement ( axis) and radial feed movement ( axis) [17] .
On-machine measurement system can not only measure profile error and helical error but also measure pitch error of helical gears. Using the measurement data analysis of these errors, which may correct processing parameters and axial motion equation of polynomial coefficients, realizes the closed-loop feedback processing of tooth surface modification, thus laying the foundation for improving the precision of tooth surface.
The polar coordinates of spherical probe method are used to measure the involute tooth profile as shown in Figure 2 ; is the measuring start point; is the measuring point; is the actual location of measuring point .
is an angle of rotary motion for C axis which can be expressed as
where
where is the radius of the base cylinder; variable parameters 0 and are coordinate data of probe centre corresponding to start measuring points and , respectively; 0 and are the pressure angle in the cross section for the base circle radius corresponding to points and in profile, respectively; and are the spread angle of an involute curve of the measured gear profile corresponding to points and in profile, respectively. 1 is the equivalent radius of the spherical probe and can be expressed as 1 = ⋅ cos , where is the radius of the spherical probe and is the helix angle on the base circle.
On the other hand,
In the above equations, rotary angle is expressed as
Generally speaking, when a gear is measured on grinding machine, using the polar coordinate method, the probe will be set in the radial direction of the workpiece in which it is doing rotary motion along its axis. As soon as it touches the surface, a signal is sent to the gear form grinding machine controller, which stops movements of machine axes such as , , and . So the control system can acquire the real position of the machine, which is converted into coordinates of the contact point of the probe tip with gear tooth surface. When the probe moves, one of the contacts breaks and a binary signal comes out from the probe head. Then, this binary signal is converted into the grinding machine controller immediately. The controller gets the output signal of the probe and latches actual angle of turntable . Comparing the achieved angle and its theoretical value , error was calculated for the tooth profile. The deviation of the tooth surface is given by
During grinding process, the probe is placed below the wheel so that it cannot be destroyed. When measurement is needed to be done, grinding is stopped automatically and probe is stretched out by the air cylinder. Then, the touch probe is taken at a position which is at such a distance apart from the tooth surface. The probe tip will not touch the workpiece while it moves over the workpiece in and directions. When the probe touches the tooth surface, the controller records the coordinate values of axes , , and , immediately.
Determining of the Probe
Centre. Helical gears that transform rotation between parallel axes in opposite directions are in external meshing and are provided with screw tooth surfaces of opposite directions. A helical gear tooth surface is generated by an involute curve that performs a screw motion. Segmented topological modification crowns the tooth surface in profile and longitudinal directions at the same time. Profile segment modification is achieved by modifying the grinding wheel, and longitudinal segment modification is completed by changing the grinding path of the wheel relatively to the gear.
As shown in Figure 3 , given an involute curve ℎ in the cross section of tooth surfaces of gear, if you want to measure tooth profile error of any point such as point, you may set a position in normal direction of the involute curve at point . That is to say, the centre of spherical probe is located in the extension cord of tangent on the base circle. Coordinate systems 1 ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) and ( , , ) are rigidly connected to the workpiece and rotary table, respectively. So coordinate system 1 ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) is named workpiece coordinate system. Coordinate system ( , , ) is the measurement coordinate system in which the probe rotates the workpiece axis. The coordinate system initially coincides with . Due to no displacement in 1 axial direction as the probe in the measurement, the centre of spherical probe only always can be moved along the 1 axial direction.
Any point such as point ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) on the tooth surface measured using on-machine measurement has coordinates, in the workpiece coordinate system 1 ( 1 , 1 , 1 ), which can be expressed as
where 1 is the spread angle of an involute, 1 is half of the angular width of the space on the base circle, and is the radius of the base cylinder. Point ( 1 , 1 , 1 ), the centre of spherical probe, may be expressed in coordinate system 1 by
where is the helix angle on the base circle.
To keep the centre of spherical probe in the coordinate plane 1 1 1 , the measurement coordinate system , the workpiece, and the probe should be together rotated by an angle around the 1 axis. The transformation matrix to 1 is expressed as follows:
For the rotated point , its coordinate point ( 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 ), the centre of spherical probe, is expressed in coordinate system 1 by
Because of the centre of spherical probe in the coordinate plane 1 1 1 from beginning to end, point is equal to zero in 1 direction, which can be expressed as
Therefore, comparing (12) with (13) satisfies the following relation:
So the rotated angle can be determined as follows:
Consequently, the coordinates ( 1 0 , 1 0 , and 1 0 ) can be obtained in coordinate system 1 . Coordinate system 1 is introduced by the tooth surface generation modeling and it is rigidly fixed to the gear with 1 axis coinciding with the axis of the gear. Hence, on the driving gear; on the other hand, the driven gear is a standard involute gear. For the topological modification tooth surface, tooth surface measurement areas need to be planned to get the whole tooth surface error information. According to the relevant standards of American gear measurement, the division of tooth surface grid in the longitudinal direction should be less than 10% of the tooth width; in the profile direction, it should be less than 5% of the working depth but must be less than or equal to 0.6 mm. The density of tooth surface measurement point is generally taken to be 9 columns long in the longitudinal direction and taken to be 5 rows in the profile direction, a total of 45 points. The tooth surface measurement path planning is shown in Figure 4 .
The plane coordinate system XOZ is an axis of rotation projection section of the tooth surface, where is centre point of base circle and * is a point in the projection surface at any measured point in the tooth surface. Given a point by ( * , * ), the following system of nonlinear equations can be used to solve for the surface parameters:
where the coordinates ( , , and ) are three coordinate components of tooth surface position vector r
The tooth surface of topological modification is no longer the involute tooth surface and becomes complex because of the existence of machining error. So the whole tooth surface needs to be digitally processed to get more accurate tooth surface geometric shape, namely, dividing grid on the tooth surface and computing the coordinate data of the grid point. Figure 5 shows the partition of the grid point inside gear shaft section after rotation projection, in which the grid points are divided into 5 rows by 9 columns.
In Figure 5 , 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 are the four boundary points of the tooth surface; 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 are the four new boundary points corresponding to tooth surface contraction grid area. Here, Δ 1 is the top contraction, Δ 2 is the front contraction, Δ 3 is the root contraction, and Δ 4 is the back contraction, respectively. The coordinate of a node ( = 1 ∼ 5, = 1 ∼ 9) in the tooth surface grid is ( , ). The coordinates of the tooth surface boundary points 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 in the XOZ plane are, respectively, shown as follows:
1 :
here, is the tooth root radius, is the tooth top radius, and is the tooth width, respectively.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
The new coordinates of tooth surface boundary points 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 in the XOZ plane are, respectively, shown as follows:
The coordinates ( 1 , 1 ) ( = 1 ∼ 9) of 9 equal-division points 1 between 1 and 4 in the XOZ plane are shown as follows:
The coordinates ( 5 , 5 ) ( = 1 ∼ 9) of 9 equal-division points 5 between 2 and 3 in the XOZ plane are shown as follows:
The coordinates ( 1 , 1 ) ( = 1 ∼ 5) of 9 equal-division points 1 between 1 and 2 in the XOZ plane are shown as follows:
The coordinates ( 9 , 9 ) ( = 1 ∼ 5) of 9 equal-division points 9 between 4 and 3 in the XOZ plane are shown as follows:
From the above derivational process, the coordinates ( , ) ( = 1 ∼ 5, = 1 ∼ 9) of any point in the tooth surface grid in the XOZ plane can be calculated by the formulae that are shown as follows: Solving nonlinear equations to get the tooth surface parameters ( 1 , 1 ) for each measured point, which substitute into (2), can get the theoretical coordinates ( 
Measurement Error Compensation.
When a point is measured on the modification gear tooth surface, the inspection datum of an on-machine measurement is the centre of the probe. To improve the measurement accuracy, the probe radius can be considered in calculating the profile errors. Figure 6 schematically shows the effect of the probe size on the measurement. As the probe always has a certain dimension, an error Δ is unavoidable. Due to the size effect of the probe, the actual contact point of the probe is at point , instead of . According to the envelope surface characteristics, the normal vector is perpendicular to the probe sphere and passed through the centre of the probe . The theoretical motion trajectory of probe centre is shown as follows:
here, r ( 1 , 1 ) is the trace of the probe centre and is the probe radius. Strictly speaking, the measuring tooth surface deviation is the deviation of the actual contact point in the sensitive direction of the probe, so an important factor of the measurement error is the actual contacting position of the probe. In the measurement, the probe is also very close to the contact point; microscopically, the nearness of the contact point can approximately be regarded as a small plane. The measurement error caused by probe radius is Δ , and its geometric relationships with probe radius can be expressed as follows:
According to (27), the larger the probe radius , the greater the measurement error, so the probe radius should be small; here the radius is 2 mm. The normal direction of the measuring points and the sensitivity of the probe are also included in the XOY plane, and experimental results show that the angle is very small.
From Figure 6 , it can be seen that the measured head should be in contact with the theoretical point , and the , direction of the coordinates of the value of a certain amount of compensation can be guaranteed. Assuming that coordinates are ( , ), coordinates are ( , ), so the relationship between the two expressions is
The contact points are in agreement with the theoretical contact points after compensation. The contact position of the measuring head does not affect the measurement results.
Numerical Example
The parameters of the gears are listed in Table 1 . The driving gear is modified in the profile and longitudinal directions at the same time. On the contrary, the tooth surface of the driven gear is a conventional screw involute surface. Then, coordinates on the tooth surface are measured and calculated using a MATLAB code.
The measurement data of tooth surface can be obtained by measuring the grid points in the order with the probe. Selecting the radius of the probe = 2mm, the probe centre trajectory curve is the envelope surface of measured tooth surface. When the tooth surface is detected using polar coordinate method, the trajectory coordinates of the probe centre and the gear rotating angle are calculated using the control unit. The relationship of relative position between the topology points in the rotated tooth surface and the trajectory of probe centre is shown in Figure 7 .
Tooth Flank Errors Separation
According to the predetermined spacing, the tooth surface deviation of each measured tooth surface detection point is point-to-point measured by probe along the profile and longitudinal directions of the gear. r 0 ( 1 , 1 ) is the standard involute tooth surface vector, r 1 ( 1 , 1 ) is the theoretical topological modification tooth surface vector, and r 1 ( 1 , 1 ) is the actual tooth surface vector after grinding, respectively. Due to the error of the machine tool adjustment and movement, the actual tooth surface often deviates from the theoretical tooth surface. The tooth surface error Δ is usually measured along the direction of the unit normal vector n 1 and is presented as
According to the standard involute tooth surface vector r 0 ( 1 , 1 ) and the modified tooth surface vector r 1 ( 1 , 1 ) , the topological modification amount can be obtained which is shown as follows:
If the tooth surface topology deviation is expressed as Δ , the tooth surface error Δ can be expressed by Δ and as follows:
Equation (31) shows that the tooth surface error can be obtained by removing the modification amount out of the topology deviation of tooth surface. The tooth surface topology deviation Δ is shown in Table 2 and the tooth surface error Δ is shown in Table 3 , respectively.
The deviation distribution (error and modification amount) of the tooth surface obtained by an on-machine measurement is shown in Figure 8 . The dashed parts (the superposition of error and modification) in regions 2, 4, 6, and 8 of the tooth surface are obviously presented as a parabolic shape in the profile and longitudinal directions, respectively. The maximum value of deviation at the tooth top is −0.0571 mm and the error in the centre of tooth surface area 1 is −0.0049 mm. The trend is gradually increased towards both sides presenting the shape where the middle is high and both sides are low.
The measurement using the topological modification tooth surface equation is shown in Figure 9 . The measured result reflects the actual tooth surface error, the distribution of which has unobvious trend. The maximum error in the tooth top is −0.0088 mm and the error in the centre of right tooth surface area 1 is −0.0054 mm.
To separate flank form deviations from modification amount and to improve the perception of deviation diagrams, all flank deviations are referenced by the modification amount. The characterization of the tooth surface error and modification amount are shown in Figures 10 and 11 . The maximum error is about −8.8 um in the upper and lower surface, but the minimum error is about −5.4 um which is concentrated in the central area of the profile and longitudinal directions. The normal error of any intersection of profile direction and longitudinal direction is obtained by the error of the contour map. 
Conclusions
In this study, an on-machine profile measurement system along with a five-axis CNC gear form grinding machine is developed to improve accuracy of grinding. This system includes the following steps: (1) calculate trajectory of the centre of spherical probe; (2) define gear flanks by a grid of points; (3) obtain the coordinate values of topology measurement points. Grinding experiments are performed to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the topography measurements.
With contour map, the profile and longitudinal directions of the error changes are easily seen. Using statistical process control techniques to monitor the grinding process, can timely attain the detection of changes in the product error exceptions and take the necessary measures to prevent the occurrence of waste. As the numerical examples show, onmachine measurement method can inspect tooth quality. An additional advantage of the approach is to characterize modification amount and tooth surface error, respectively.
